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Generative AI and its Potential Implications for EAP Practitioner Scholarship

There has been a growing institutional drive for English for Academic Purposes (EAP) practitioners to engage in scholarship in recent years. This is driven by a recognition that EAP is a rapidly evolving field that requires ongoing research and innovation (Davis, 2019; Ding & Bruce, 2017; Webster, 2022) to keep up with the changing needs and expectations of students, peers, and academic institutions. This paper proposes that GenAI (General Artificial Intelligence) tools have the potential to revolutionize the field by facilitating EAP practitioner scholarship. These tools can be used to enhance the research process, from finding the relevant literature, to data collection and analysis, and from writing to manuscript preparation and publication. They can help EAP practitioners to improve the quality and rigor of their scholarly outputs, while also making publishing more efficient and accessible. By leveraging the power of AI, EAP practitioners can overcome some of the challenges associated with traditional research and scholarship, such as time constraints, language barriers, and limited resources. The paper begins by outlining the recent impact of ChatGPT, then proceeds to examine the significance of scholarship for EAP practitioners.

Subsequently, it argues for the integration of GenAI-powered tools to accelerate the scholarship process and enhance the quality of scholarship outputs for professionals in the field of EAP. However, the paper also cautions against the temptation to replace human work and thought with machine-generated text.

The ChatGPT Revolution

ChatGPT (Generative Pre-trained Transformer) is an OpenAI-developed large language model that makes use of artificial intelligence to generate texts similar to that produced by human beings. The release of ChatGPT in November 2022 reflected a turning point in language technology with the language model showing its capability to understand and respond to naturalistic language inputs. It can be trained to do specific tasks, such as completing a half-written sentence, answering questions, assisting with writing, acting as a research assistant, offering individualized feedback, and helping people communicate more effectively. The fact that it can learn and grow better with time,
potentially makes it an extremely promising tool for carrying out research and scholarship in higher education.

The emergence of Generative Pre-Trained Transformer 3 (GPT-3) has caused much excitement but simultaneously sparked controversy and debate among academics worldwide about its use and application. Scholars are mainly concerned with the ways in which it could support researchers and academics’ work and how it might be used and misused to negatively affect research and scholarly works (Chan, 2023; Lund & Tang 2023). These tools can allow scholars to utilize the capabilities of AI, which can serve as a powerful resource that can assist EAP practitioners in synthesising information, generating ideas, and enhancing the overall quality and efficiency of their work. However, there are concerns regarding the ethical use of LLMs such as ChatGPT in academic research with a growing anxiety that researchers may rely too heavily on these models, resulting in unfair and unreliable, or even plagiarised work.

**EAP Practitioner Transitioning into Scholarship**

These developments in GenAI are relevant for the English for Academic Purposes (EAP) practitioner transitioning into scholarship writing. As the EAP sector continues to change and evolve, scholarship has been promoted actively as a desirable EAP practitioner activity for several years now (Webster, 2022). Yet, works published by EAP scholars remain low. Du et al.’s (2022) study on 107 articles published in the Journal of English for Academic Purposes and English for Specific Purposes found that research by and about EAP teachers continues to be an underdeveloped area within the field. Similarly, Bell (2022) points out that research into EAP methodology is far from adequate. Thus, even though scholarship has been recognized as a key element of teacher professional development (Martin, 2014) to give educators in EAP the desired credibility and status in higher education (Ding & Bruce, 2017), its uptake has been slow. Whong (2023) makes the case for EAP practitioner scholarship by suggesting, “for those who teach academic language in particular, it is important that they ‘practice’ academic writing as a product of systematic, academic, peer-reviewed exploration” (p. 4) In effect, publications demonstrating scholarship are seen as a way forward to
enhance the professional advancement of EAP practitioners (Davis, 2019) and increase their professional standing among students and peers in universities. As a way forward, Godfrey and Whong (2020) recommend a collaborative scholarship model between EAP research and practice, whereby not only can EAP researchers and practitioners work together on a practitioner-led scholarship project but a partnership framework that also allows for EAP teachers to work with content teachers to boost scholarly activities.

**Defining Scholarship in EAP**

Scholarship here refers to activities associated with educators in teaching track careers in higher education settings, which can include a range of outputs such as blogs, reflections, and reviews, in addition to research articles. Shulman (2001) defines scholarship as work that teachers do, which is peer reviewed, critiqued, exchanged with other members of the professional community, and made public so that others can build on this work. Smith (2015), however, sees it as any form of teacher inquiry that is made public, thereby offering a more inclusive perspective on scholarship. The lowered expectations and requirements in submission of scholarship outputs as compared to top-tier journal articles allows greater scope for small-scale, practitioner-based inquiry and research to be formally recognised at the institutional level (Leathwood & Read, 2013). Within the EAP sector, these different forms of scholarship writings can facilitate increased understanding and sharing of practices among members of the community of practice, thereby building a credible body of knowledge in this area (Borg, 2013).

**Challenges to EAP Practitioner Scholarship**

But producing scholarship writing can be demanding owing to the specific and stringent requirements of individual publications (Huang et al., 2018). Moreover, where the appropriate genre knowledge is lacking, writing and publication attempts are unlikely to be successful (Tardy, 2009). This is made even more difficult as EAP practitioners tend not to get support with research from peers and few undertake PhDs (Ding & Bruce, 2017). The inability to take up PhD supervision disadvantages EAP teachers in research and scholarship because they lose a valuable opportunity for
training in conducting research and research writing (Tusting et al., 2019). Thus, without support, it appears that carrying out research as well as the writing and publication processes all present substantial challenges to the EAP practitioner from engaging in scholarship.

Much has already been written about the challenges of scholarship and research writing (see for example, Habibie & Hyland, 2019). Producing work that is publishable depends not only on in-depth subject knowledge and an awareness of what is valued in the field, but also the ability to write effectively in ways that conform to the expected stylistic and disciplinary conventions (Huang et al., 2018). In fact, even experienced researchers can find publishing in reputable journals rather demanding. As a native speaker of English, Casanave (2019) argues that publishing has become even more difficult for her because of invisible factors, such as expertise, patience for publication, overwhelming research information and the ability to find new ways to approach and extend existing theories. As a result, the lack of writing and publishing experience along with the need to take reviewers’ and editors’ comments onboard can make the prospect of engaging in scholarship especially intimidating for novice writers in EAP.

Additionally, EAP teachers are employed on the contractual terms of staff on teaching track positions, requiring them to teach a high number of hours compared to faculty on research track positions. The majority of EAP practitioner’s work is consequently limited to teaching and administrative duties. Practitioners point out that this heavy teaching load means that they do not have much time left for scholarship, especially because publishing can be extremely time-consuming, and EAP teachers do not get sabbaticals and other forms of research support from universities to publish (Davis, 2019). Some language centres in universities have attempted to address this issue by allocating dedicated hours to scholarship in teachers’ work schedules but many EAP teachers continue to cite time as the biggest challenge for engaging in scholarship.

**Role of Generative AI in Facilitating EAP Practitioner Scholarship**

Considering the needs of EAP teachers transitioning into scholarship and the challenges they face; this section of the paper will focus on how large language models and other Gen AI tools can
assist EAP practitioners with scholarship in different ways while scaffolding their research and writing process:

**Research Assistance**

EAP practitioners can use ChatGPT and other tools for assistance in conducting research. The large language models can provide relevant and recent information on EAP-related research methodologies, data analysis techniques, and conform to the norms of academic writing within the field. It can help scholars effectively navigate the vast amounts of information available to them and produce innovative and critical insights. For instance, IBM Watson Discovery is an AI-powered search tool that can help find relevant research papers, articles, and other documents, and also provide concise summaries of articles, which can help cut down the background reading time for busy EAP teachers cum scholars. Web browser extensions such as Research Rabbit can help them look for useful EAP and Applied Linguistics literature in multiple databases, save and organize results, and generate references. Similarly, Semantic Scholar is a search engine that uses AI to help find research papers and articles based on search terms within EAP literature. Different types of AI tools could be utilised throughout the EAP scholar’s research process to pose hypotheses, design experiments, write manuscripts, and understand scientific results (Thorp, 2023), which could be particularly beneficial in settings where funding and human expertise for academic literacies in English may be limited.

This could accelerate educational research in EAP by letting automated tools perform many routine research tasks. Instead of spending precious time on previously considered time-consuming aspects of research such as finding relevant literature and managing references as part of the research process, the emphasis of the EAP scholar can now shift to the critical creation of new knowledge. But writers will need to be cautious and alert to the fact that the responses generated by chatbots, while well-written, are not guaranteed to be accurate. Texts generated may have incomplete or fabricated citations, highlighting some of the shortcomings of language models. These may be solved in time as GenAI LLM models learn to process prompts in a more nuanced way and
have access to the most up-to-date sources. However, in the meantime, scholars will need to double-check all information before it is sent for publication.

**Writing Assistance**

ChatGPT can provide EAP practitioners with assistance in writing academic texts such as research proposals, literature reviews, and research articles. The model can help practitioners with grammar, syntax, and vocabulary and provide feedback on the overall structure and coherence of their writing. GenAI tools, such as AI-powered writing assistants and grammar checkers (e.g., Grammarly) are already being used to provide suggestions on structure, grammar, and vocabulary. These can help teachers improve the clarity of their writing, which in turn can increase the chances of their work being accepted for publication. While Zotero and Mendeley are examples of two reference management tools that can help collect and cite sources used in a study, Ref-N-Write is an AI-powered writing assistant that can help non-native English speakers improve their writing and research skills. Many of these tools can also allow sharing of articles and folders for people collaborating on a writing project. In view of GenAI’s capacity to automate many writing tasks, the EAP scholar need not spend too much time writing summaries and proofreading. The priority of writing, therefore, in current times, changes from polishing and presenting the text to new and innovative content, i.e., from the text, which is a medium for the knowledge, to the knowledge itself. This shift in emphasis suggests a disruption in the way EAP scholars work, conduct research and write.

But given that LLMs are made using digital data, it is crucial for researchers to understand the unintended biases that are already coded into these models, which may affect their output of written tasks through biased linguistic choices. Rich and Gureckis (2019) examine several causes of bias in AI outputs, including “small and incomplete datasets, and biased inference and evaluation processes.” Moreover, poorly paraphrased ideas from these tools can contribute to distortion of the original content (Bouschery et al., 2023; Gao et al., 2022), leading to reproduction of biased or prejudicial information in written outputs. This can remind both novice and experienced EAP
scholars to do their own editing and proofreading too when using GenAI tools to support their writing.

**Data Analysis**

GenAI tools can assist EAP teachers with data analysis by providing tools for data visualization, statistical analysis, and machine learning. These tools can help teachers analyze data more efficiently and accurately and can automate data preprocessing tasks such as cleaning, formatting, and organizing data. They can help in handling large datasets, identifying and handling missing values, and performing data transformations. This saves time and ensures that the data is in a suitable format for analysis.

Since EAP scholars often work with textual data, such as academic articles, essays, or research papers, they can use AI tools that employ natural language processing techniques to assist in text analysis tasks. They can help with tasks like text classification, sentiment analysis, topic modelling, and extracting relevant information from large corpora and can aid in identifying patterns, themes, and key concepts within the text data.

AI-powered visualization tools can help EAP scholars create compelling visual representations of their data as these can generate charts, graphs, and interactive visualizations to present findings effectively. Visualizations can aid in understanding and communicating complex information to others within the EAP community of practice, making it easier for EAP scholars to present their data visually and engage their audience. For example, Tableau is a data visualization tool that uses AI to help users analyze and understand their data while providing a range of features such as data blending, predictive analytics, and natural language processing.

These tools can also be used to assist EAP scholars in performing various statistical analyses as they can automatically calculate descriptive statistics, conduct hypothesis testing, perform regression analysis, and apply advanced statistical techniques, which are particularly useful as it can enable the EAP teacher-practitioner to analyze data without requiring an in-depth understanding of complex statistical methods.
Additionally, cloud-based tools such as IBM Watson Analytics, can enable users to discover insights in their data. These technological advancements present an opportunity for EAP researchers as they can now focus on the findings of their data analysis and take the time to understand the reasons behind what they find, thereby using their freed-up time for deduction and interpretation of their results.

In order to keep themselves relevant at a time when so much of work within EAP can be completed by GenAI tools, EAP scholars, perhaps more than ever before, need to demonstrate the contribution they can make to the field through their own scholastic inquiry and human thought.

Peer Review and Publication Support

GenAI tools can help the EAP scholar-practitioner with the peer review process. These tools can help teachers receive feedback on their work from a wider range of reviewers, both human and machine which can increase the quality of their work and improve its chances of being accepted for publication. While GenAI tools may not replace the expertise and subject knowledge of human peer reviewers, they can help assess the relevance of a scholarly paper's content or by analyzing the context and semantic meaning, they can provide suggestions on strengthening arguments, clarifying concepts, or identifying potential gaps in the research. But it is pertinent for EAP authors and researchers to note that while these tools can be useful in the peer review process, they should not be relied upon exclusively and human peer review is still necessary to ensure the quality and accuracy of articles. At this stage, it is important that GenAI tools be seen as aids rather than replacements for human peer reviewers. They can significantly expedite the review process, improve the quality of papers, and reduce the burden on scholars, but the final evaluation and decision should ultimately rest with qualified human reviewers.

Additionally, GenAI tools have also been recognized for their ability to provide support for the publication process in EAP by providing tools for formatting, citation management, and manuscript submission. Some of these tools include Latex, Overleaf, Typeset and Manuscripts, which can enable EAP teachers prepare their work for submission to academic journals and increase the
chances of their work being accepted for publication. Many of these tools offer templates and pre-defined document styles that adhere to discipline-specific journal guidelines, ensuring that the publication meets the required formatting standards. Manuscript and Typeset platforms often integrate with popular journal submission systems within EAP and can streamline the process of submitting the manuscript to journals by automatically generating the required submission files, ensuring proper formatting, and transferring the manuscript directly to the submission system. This simplifies the submission process and reduces the chances of errors during submission. AI-powered tools such as Manuscript Matcher can also help find the best journals in EAP and Applied Linguistics to publish a research based on the content of the manuscript. These can provide databases with information about various journals, including their scope, impact factor, and submission guidelines, and suggest suitable journals based on the EAP research topic chosen.

Concluding Remarks

EAP practitioner scholarship is necessary to reaffirm EAP’s status as an academic field. EAP has a prominent role within universities as a ‘specialist, theory- and research-informed branch of English language and literacy education’ (Ding & Bruce, 2017, p. 53). Its status within universities as a legitimate academic discipline has been agreed upon by scholars (see for example, Charles & Pecorari, 2016, Hyland, 2006); a status it can only continue to hold and enjoy if scholarship and publication are regarded as important elements of EAP practitioners’ work in addition to teaching, demonstrating that the field is contributing to both theory and practice. Otherwise, there is a danger that EAP might forever be labelled down as a ‘peripheral support service’ in higher education (Ding & Bruce, 2017, p. 3).

GenAI technologies hold much promise for facilitating EAP practitioner scholarship because these tools can expedite the research, writing and publication process. Producing scholarly outputs and writing research papers is a time-consuming and complex task that can take years to master. It is even more challenging for EAP teachers transitioning into scholarship with little to no experience in publishing. Working with an effective GenAI tool can not only save time for these scholars but
could also level the playing field for EAP researchers worldwide (e.g., for non-native speakers of English, scholars working in distant areas with little help, and for those employed in under-funded institutions). By taking care of language-related issues and providing assistance to scholars with basic background research and data analysis, LLMs can allow academics in EAP to focus more on creation of knowledge that requires higher-order skills instead of spending hours on lower-order tasks such as finding relevant sources and proofreading. However, for any meaningful integration of GenAI tools into EAP scholarship, the EAP professional will need to painstakingly check for existing biases and inaccuracies in machine-generated text before using the information and submitting their own work as a scholarship output.
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